Molecular crystallization is a supramolecular process by which an ensemble of randomly organized molecules in the fluid state come together to form a well-ordered molecular arrangement called a crystal[@b1][@b2][@b3][@b4][@b5]. This process allows molecular-scale growth by crystals attaching themselves to nucleating structures through a specific interaction that arises from the nature of the specific constituent molecules. Thus, each solid-state crystal has distinct growth properties following geometrical and chemical characteristics of their molecules[@b6][@b7][@b8][@b9]. During the past few decades, DNA has stood out as a potential material for crystals because of its remarkable ability to construct complex architecture. Due to selective binding interactions following Watson-Crick complementary rules, all dimensional shapes of DNA crystal have been created by DNA molecules[@b10][@b11][@b12][@b13][@b14][@b15]. Additionally, simply modified DNA molecules enable DNA crystals to serve as a template for various heteromaterials to arrange within several nanometre-scale resolutions[@b16][@b17][@b18][@b19][@b20]. DNA crystals are generally fabricated by annealing into a physiological buffer solution containing divalent magnesium ions. During this process, each DNA strand forms the predesigned shape of a DNA crystal following its individual growth mechnism[@b21][@b22][@b23]. Since this information aids in understanding fundamental behaviors during the fabrication process, study on growth mechanisms are commonly accompanied by the design of a new DNA crystal.

The recently developed annealing method called SAG[@b24][@b25][@b26] uses a different fabrication method than the conventional free solution annealing method. For SAG processes, a negatively charged substrate is immersed into physiological DNA buffer solution. Through electrostatic interaction between negatively charged DNA molecules and the substrate mediated by divalent magnesium ions, DNA crystals are formed on the substrate during the annealing process. DNA Crystals grown by SAG methods show somewhat different topologies, including the aspect ratio and dimensionality[@b24][@b25][@b26]. In addition, accurate coverage control of DNA crystals onto substrate can be achieved from 0 to 100% at relatively low DNA concentrations[@b26]. We develop a theoretical model and carry out some simulations in limited cases[@b27], but still we are unclear that overall picture in the model is sufficient. So we have to investigate the phenomenon by detailed experiments using some important physical parameters. This article aims to provide systematic and quantitative study of the nucleation and growth mechanism of DNA crystals by SAG. During SAG, DNA molecules are generally affected by three external parameters, *i.e.*, monomer concentration (C~m~), initial annealing temperature (T), and total annealing time (t). Once these growth behaviors are well established, they will serve as an important guide in the fabrication of coverage controllable DNA crystals. To this end, we report a molecular-level DNA crystallization process with various physical conditions.

Results
=======

Analysis of coverage for molecular population
---------------------------------------------

C~m~ is directly related to the coverage of DNA crystals on a substrate, usually mica in DNA research. To demonstrate the coverage dependence of C~m~, four different types of DNA crystals were annealed at different DNA C~m~ values ([supplementary information Figs. S1, S2](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Tables S1, S2](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for details). Double-crossover (DX) crystals[@b10] were fabricated from DX tiles consisting of two adjacent duplex DNAs connected by two crossover junctions. Eight-helix lattices (8 HL), 5-helix lattices (5 HL), and 5-helix ribbons (5 HR) were constructed from single-stranded tiles (SST)[@b11]. Schematic diagrams of the various DNA crystals are illustrated in [Figures 1a--1d](#f1){ref-type="fig"}, and corresponding atomic force microscopy (AFM) images are shown in the same column. To achieve consistency and reliability, four reference conditions were fixed during the process: substrate size (5 mm × 5 mm), total DNA sample volume (200 uL), initial annealing temperature (80°C), and total annealing time (6 hours in heat block, see DNA crystal fabrication in methods), while different C~m~ values were used as a control parameter. The assembly of DNA crystals began to appear at monomer threshold concentrations (C~m-th~) of \~5 nM for DX, 8 HL and \~10 nM for 5 HL, 5 HR. Consequently, full coverage was reached at monomer saturation concentrations (C~m-s~) of \~20 nM for DX, 8 HL and \~25 nM for 5 HL and \~40 nM for 5 HR, respectively ([Fig. 1e](#f1){ref-type="fig"} and [supplementary information Fig. S3](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In the SAG system, nucleation of DNA molecules on the substrate occurred slightly below 10 nM rather than at the conventional free solution concentration of \~50 nM. This was due to the catalytic behavior of the substrate, by which the Coulomb force between the substrate and DNA molecules pays a partial entropic cost for DNA crystallization[@b26]. This force creates higher DNA molecular density close to the substrate compared to the rest of the solution, providing appropriate conditions for DNA crystallization.

For consistent comparison, the C~m~ was substituted with molecular concentration (C~Mol~) to avoid confusion regarding the total molecular amount in a DNA solution ([supplementary information Table S3](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for details). Since each DNA crystal has different size motifs composed of different numbers of base pairs, the C~m~ of each DNA sample solution does not equal the molecular weight for each DNA motif. An inset plot exhibited in [Fig. 1e](#f1){ref-type="fig"} represents the modified coverage dependence of DNA crystals. All DNA crystals tested in this research initiated crystal assembly at (5.8 ± 1) × 10^−7^ g/cm^3^ of molecular threshold concentration (C~Mol-th~). Coverage increased until C~Mol~ reached molecular saturation concentration (C~Mol-s~) for full coverage of DNA crystals on the substrate. C~Mol-s~ was obtained at (19 ± 2) × 10^−7^ g/cm^3^ for DX, 8 HL, and 5 HL, although they have different geometries and hybridizing pathways. However, the C~Mol-s~ for 5 HR (\~27 × 10^−7^ g/cm^3^) was relatively higher than those of other DNA crystals, even though it has the same structure as 5 HL. Comparative differences in C~Mol-s~ between DNA crystals may be due to different degrees of freedom for crystal growth directions. Contrary to a 1D 5 HR crystal, the DX, 8 HL, and 5 HL crystals were constructed by bidirectional crystal growth. Kinetic interaction between excess molecules and DNA crystals with bilateral crystal growth directions was more likely once the crystals nucleated on the substrate. In contrast, the unidirectional crystallization of 5 HR was suppressed by crystals that had already formed on the substrate. This created a need to supersaturate excess C~Mol~ in the test tube[@b26]. Another interesting effect of C~Mol~ on 5 HR was observed when C~Mol~ passed a certain critical level of \~24 × 10^−4^ g/cm^3^, at which the randomly arranged 5 HR topology suddenly transformed to a well-oriented arrangement ([supplementary information Fig. S3](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This highly packed system is an effective way to minimize surface free energy while providing full coverage of 1D DNA crystals on the substrate[@b28].

Analysis of crystal size distribution by three external parameters
------------------------------------------------------------------

DNA crystallization has a significant and complicated energy correlation with several external parameters, including C~m~, T, t for molecular population, thermodynamic energy and reaction time, respectively. The crystal size distribution was analyzed to demonstrate the effects of the aforementioned parameters on DNA crystallization. For C~m~, different concentrations of DX solution with a mica substrate were annealed by cooling in 5°C decrements for 30 min. from 80°C to room temperature (25°C) (T = 80°C, t = 6 h) using a heat block (for details, see DNA crystal fabrication in methods). [Fig. 2a](#f2){ref-type="fig"} displays AFM images corresponding to the DX crystal fabricated at each crystallization condition. Average crystal size (S~avg~) analyzed by C~m~ showed that, with conditions of T = 80°C and t = 6 h, crystal size increased until near the end of the process at 20 nM. As mentioned above, the assembly of DX crystals began at the C~m-th~ of 5 nM with S~avg~ of \~3.8 × 10^5^ nm^2^ (each single crystal domain is enclosed by yellow dotted lines in [Fig. 2a](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). S~avg~ then proportionally increased to \~12.6 × 10^5^ nm^2^ until C~m-s~ of 20 nM, at which full coverage was achieved ([Fig. 2b](#f2){ref-type="fig"}, [supplementary information Fig. S4 and Table S4](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). No distinct crystal size increases were observed for C~m~ larger than 20 nM.

A similar trend was also observed when T and t were used as control parameters under conditions of C~m~ = 50 nM, t = 1 h and C~m~ = 50 nM, T = 80°C, respectively. To ensure 100% coverage of DX crystals on a given substrate, the sample was prepared with a DX concentration of 50 nM, about 2 times larger than the C~m-s~. For T = 40°C (5°C/20 min.), a series of AFM images ([Fig. 2a](#f2){ref-type="fig"}) shows that the substrate was fully covered by small DX crystals with S~avg~ of \~0.2 × 10^5^ nm^2^, even though the temperature was slightly higher than crystal annealing temperature of \~37°C for DX crystal formation[@b10][@b22]. Additionally, DNA crystals were fabricated in a relatively short period of about 1 hour rather than the normal annealing time of over 6 hours. As T increased to 60°C (5°C/\~9 min.) and 80°C (5°C/\~6 min.), the S~avg~ observed by AFM showed proportional increases in crystal size of \~1.4 × 10^5^ nm^2^ and \~3.5 × 10^5^ nm^2^, respectively. However, the S~avg~ did not reach the S~avg~(\~12.6 × 10^5^ nm^2^) obtained under C~m~ = 20 nM, T = 80°C and t = 6 h. This might be due to shorter reaction time for hybridization ([Figs. 2a, 2c](#f2){ref-type="fig"} and [supplementary information Fig. S4, Table S5](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The effect of t was also investigated by annealing DNA solution under conditions of C~m~ = 50 nM and T = 80°C. A significant size increase was observed by \~3.5 × 10^5^ nm^2^, \~5.1 × 10^5^ nm^2^, and \~12. 6 × 10^5^ nm^2^ following t = 1 h (5°C/\~6 min.), 3 h (5°C/\~15 min.), and 6 h (5°C/\~30 min.), respectively ([Figs. 2a, 2d](#f2){ref-type="fig"} and [supplementary information Fig. S4, Table S6](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). No further increases were observed when the parameters were further extended over C~m~ = 20 nM, T = 80°C, and t = 6 h.

Discussion
==========

Experimental observation suggests a simple model for the S~avg~ growth rate that predicts the average DNA crystal size controlled by C~m~, T, and t. Since the individual S~avg~ growth rate for DNA crystals showed increases proportional to C~m~, T, and t ([Fig. 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}), each growth rate is independent of other constant fixed parameters. If so, the growth rate of DNA crystals can be expressed as follows, where α(C~m~), β(T), and γ(t) denote independent growth rates depending on each control parameter under specific conditions. Additionally, the fitted plot displayed in [Figs. 2b--2d](#f2){ref-type="fig"} (red dotted line) show that the growth rates nearly follow quadratic exponential functions such as . The coefficient values for each growth condition are exhibited in [Fig. 2e](#f2){ref-type="fig"}. These coefficients are intrinsic parameters of DX crystals and determine the growth tendency at specific conditions. This expression can roughly predict the crystal growth rate at certain points.

Crystallization includes nucleation and crystal growth. However, it is difficult to identify the latter since the system rapidly undergoes nucleation and crystal growth during SAG. A new experimental scheme called the direct annealing process has to be developed to achieve *in situ* AFM imaging while DNA crystallizes on the substrate (see Direct annealing process and sequential *in situ* AFM imaging in methods). [Fig. 3a](#f3){ref-type="fig"} shows sequential *in situ* AFM images at a constant temperature of 40°C obtained by the direct annealing process. In this figure, *Δt* indicates time elapsed since collecting the AFM images after adding the last DX strand (DX1-4 shown in [supplementary information Figs. S2 and S5](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) to the buffer solution on the preheated substrate. At *Δt* = 0 sec, following introduction of the DNA crystal assembly, small multimeric DX crystals began nucleation close to the substrate and consequently adsorbed leaving large sections uncovered by crystals. A distinct morphological change was observed between 0 and 550 sec, when the surface became densely populated with crystals. Full coverage was reached at *Δt* = \~550 sec. A magnified AFM image shows that individual DNA crystals have an S~avg~ of 0.7 × 10^4^ nm^2^ and a noise filtered reconstruction image collected by fast Fourier transformation shows clear crystal periodicity ([Fig. 3a](#f3){ref-type="fig"} and [supplementary information Fig. S5, Table S7](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). After *Δt* \> 550 sec, no further distinct crystal transformation was observed until *Δt* near 3000 sec. In contrast to the sample crystallized at 40°C requiring time, immediate full coverage was achieved at both 50°C and 60°C. In addition, the S~avg~ obtained at a constant temperature of 60°C corresponded to relatively large-scale DNA crystals almost 10 times larger than the S~avg~ measured at 40°C, even though this temperature is well above the critical temperature for hybridization of DX crystals ([Fig. 3b](#f3){ref-type="fig"} and [supplementary information Fig. S6, Table S8](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"})[@b10][@b22]. Crystal formation under such unfavorable conditions may be assisted by strong electrostatic interaction. This provides thermodynamic energy as a driving force for crystal formation rather than denaturation by paying some of the energy cost for DNA crystallization.

The impetus behind crystal growth is a molecule\'s rearrangement behavior[@b1]. Crystal rearrangement growth represents changes in the shape of polycrystalline crystals that correspond to macroscopic changes in the orientations of adjacent ones. Similar morphological changes were observed when the temperature of fully covered polycrystalline DNA crystals fabricated at 40°C was intentionally increased to 60°C. As shown in [Fig. 3c](#f3){ref-type="fig"}, large DX crystals with clear crystal boundaries began appearing. This suggests that small DX crystals combine neighbors together through molecular rearrangement[@b24]. Temperature might provide some activation energy for rearrangement and integration through short-range molecular mobility on the charged substrate. The molecule\'s rearrangement behavior on a substrate is supported by experimental data. First, the topological changes of DNA crystals depend on C~m~. For 5 HR, the AFM image at low C~m~ shows initiation of crystallization through a random attaching process. However, the topology changed to a highly-packed 1D crystal arrangement with a certain orientation when C~m~ passed C~m-th~ ([supplementary information Fig. S3](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This behavior was also observed with DX crystals fabricated at different annealing times of t = 1 min. and 6 hours under the same conditions of C~m~ = 50 nM and T = 80°C. For instantaneous annealing time of t = 1 min., DNA strands formed small multimeric DNA crystals close to the charged substrate and randomly adsorbed onto the surface, whereas DNA crystals fabricated for 6 hours showed large DNA crystals with S~avg~ of 12.6 × 10^5^ nm^2^. Secondly, no crystals were observed on the substrate missing one DX sticky-end strand (DX1-4) in the DNA solution. However, when this strand was added to the solution after several minutes, crystal formation occurred even though electrostatic interaction suppressed further hybridization. The experimental results show that the DNA crystallization process can be roughly estimated, as shown in [Fig. 3d](#f3){ref-type="fig"}. Due to strong electrostatic interactions between two charged materials, the appropriate molecular concentration for DNA crystallization was achieved close to the substrate. Consequently, each DNA strand began forming DNA motifs and small multimeric DNA crystals. The crystals were randomly adsorbed onto the surface by sufficient electrostatic interactions. Randomly arranged DNA crystals then further interacted with adjacent crystals through thermodynamic energy while annealing to form large DNA crystals. Simulation can be done only in limited cases, so we have less chances to verify that the theoretical model is correct. With our experimental results, we can provide reasonably good numerical values for model optimization.

We conclude that DNA crystallization on substrates is deeply associated to C~m~, T and t. Interesting results were obtained by controlling each parameter to show different coverages of 1D and 2D DNA crystals. Gradual, though sometimes spontaneous, DNA crystallization onto the charged mica substrate was experimentally demonstrated. Some questions concerning the detailed pathway of DNA crystallization still remain. However, our results show deep insight concerning correlations of each external parameter. These correlations are essential resources for DNA crystallization catalyzed by electrostatic interactions under the SAG system. If any parameter is not sufficient for crystallization, no well-made or large crystals will form on the substrate even with sufficiently strong electrostatic interactions. Accurate size control and high-yield fabrication of large-scale crystals are critical issues for applying the DNA crystals constructed by SAG to current physical, chemical, and biological devices and sensors that require precise regular arrangements of heteromaterials. Further studies are underway to expand the applicability of this analysis beyond fabricating an entirely single crystalline lattice on a given substrate. In addition, research is being performed on the theoretical basis of the crystallization pathway. If successful, this crystallization mechanism would greatly promote the fabrication of DNA crystals in micro- and even sub-millimetre scales and promote practical usage in physical and chemical application fields.

Methods
=======

DNA crystal fabrication
-----------------------

Synthetic oligonucleotides purified by high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) were purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies (IDT, Coralville, IA). Complexes were formed by mixing a stoichiometric quantity of each strand in physiological buffer, 1 × TAE/Mg^2+^. The mica substrate and DNA strands were then inserted into an AXYGEN-tube together. For annealing, the test tube was placed in a heat block and cooled stepwise from initial annealing temperature T to room temperature 25°C with time intervals of at every 5°C. Here t is total anneal time.

AFM imaging
-----------

For AFM imaging, a SAG sample was placed on a metal puck using instant glue. Then, 30 μL 1 × TAE/Mg^2+^ buffer was pipetted onto the substrate, and another 30 μL 1 × TAE/Mg^2+^ buffer was dispensed into the silicon nitride AFM tip (Veeco Inc.). AFM images were obtained by Multimode Nanoscope (Veeco Inc.) in liquid tapping mode.

Direct annealing process and sequential *in situ* AFM imaging
-------------------------------------------------------------

50 μL of physiological 1 × TAE/Mg^2+^ buffer solution was deposited on the substrate. The substrate had been preheated by placing it on a temperature applications controller (TAC-2, Veeco Inc.) with fixed temperature, implying a constant temperature while imaging. Then, 1 μL of each of the eight 10 μM DX strand solutions were added stepwise to buffer solution with a time interval of several tens of seconds. After that, the surface was immediately characterized by AFM under liquid tapping mode.
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![Coverage dependence on monomer concentration (C~m~) for each DNA crystal.\
(a--d) Schematic diagrams of various DNA crystals grown by substrate-assisted growth (SAG); (a) double-crossover, (b) 8 helix lattice, (c) 5 helix lattice, and (d) 5 helix ribbon crystals. AFM images of coverage at different C~m~ in the same column as the schematic diagrams of DNA crystals (a--d). (e) Plots of coverage controlled by C~m~ and C~Mol~(inset). The yellow region encloses the coverage deviation of 2D 5 helix lattice and 1D 5 helix ribbon crystals. All scale bars are 500 nm.](srep02115-f1){#f1}

![Analysis of crystal size distribution depending on monomer concentration (C~m~), initial annealing temperature (T) and total annealing time (t).\
(a) AFM images of double-crossover (DX) crystals grown by substrate-assisted growth (SAG) at each crystallization condition. As control parameters increased under specific crystallization conditions (black arrows), average crystal size increased gradually. Single DNA crystal domains are enclosed in yellow dotted lines. (b--d) Plots of average crystal size distribution versus (b) C~m~ with fixed T = 80°C and t = 6 h, (c) T with fixed C~m~ = 50 nM and t = 1 h, (d) t with fixed C~m~ = 50 nM and T = 80°C. Red dotted lines show quadratic exponential fitted plots for growth rate and coefficient values are exhibited in (e). All scale bars in AFM images are 500 nm.](srep02115-f2){#f2}

![DNA crystallization process.\
(a) Series of sequential *in situ* AFM height images showing the time-dependent covering process of DX crystals followed by nucleating and adsorbing processes of individual DX single strands on substrate at 40°C. (b) Plot of average crystal size distribution depending on the fixed substrate temperature. (c) Crystal growth followed by rearrangement of DNA tiles on the heated substrate. (d) Schematic diagram of DNA crystallization close to charged substrate. All scale bars are 500 nm unless otherwise noted.](srep02115-f3){#f3}
